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This boy has been suffering
from horrible nightmares.

No one knows why.



psychologists didn't help.

every sleep drug
and mood stabilizer on and
off the market didn't help.

They finally had to resort
to witch doctors calling the

boogieman himself to try
to stop the nightmares.

But the Boogieman
didn't come.

Something
else did.



Orin came.

his battle mode
is a teddy bear.

he is from the
Specter Realm.
Specters are not
supposed to help
humans, even in

dream. But orin saw
a child suffering.

And Orin likes
helping people.

But something
went wrong.

And Orin paid for it.

They both
paid for it.



My son!!!

No!!!

The parents are filled with
anger as they see what has come

in place of the Boogieman
leading to the death of their son.

But the parents then
see a small consolation

prize In the absence
of the Boogieman:



Treasure.
The witch doctor suggests to the parents that

they leave the teddy bear in the cage so that they
can keep wealth in the family for generations.

They sell
each item.

And they get
rich from it.

A heavy price
paid for the death

of their son.



Years pass.

many generations pass.

Until all that is remembered from
one generation to the next is
that in order to stay rich, they
must keep the bear in the cage.

But one day, the rich family's
cleaning lady brings her

child. And her child discovers
the bear.

Hello? Mr.
Bear? Why are you

in a cage?

Because I broke
the noninterference

rule, my dear.



You...talk?

We specters are not
allowed to interfere with
humans. but a boy was in

trouble, so I stepped in to
help. The boy died because

I was reckless. 

You are important,
Bear. Sometimes the best
intentions don't matter,
but sometimes they do.

I'll be back
for you one day,
Specter Outlaw.

And what
interference

rule?

And now
I'm banished

from the
Specter Realm
as a specter

outlaw.

now I sit
in this cage to
be forgotten,
as I deserve.
Unimportant
things should
be forgotten.



Many years later.

Specter Outlaw?

Please call
me "orin."

And you are?

Madeline. I was the
little girl you met long

ago. I told you I'd be back
for you. Would you like to

come out?

And how would
you get me out? By opening the cage

door. I own the house
now. I can set you free. do

you want to be free?

Because we all make
mistakes, and you've served

enough time for them.
And now I have another

purpose for you.

Are you
here?

I'm a failure.
I got a boy killed. Why

should I be free?

Hello?



Another
purpose?

Yes.

Well, then. 
That settles it.

Madeline,
I would like to

be freed.



So...

It's not really
new, actually. just
more...refocused.

To do that,
I need to get

my things.

what is my
new purpose?

Do you
know where the
former owner
of this home

lives?

You're
banished
anyway.

Refocused?
what is it?

Save children.
Like you always

wanted.



Duc's Home.

One could not imagine it
being a great night

when a ghost visits you.

My bad.

"My bad"? I've been trapped for
almost a century by your family,
and all you can say is, "My bad"?

I mean, you brought
good fortune to our
ancestors. That's really

all I know. 

Give me my
things back.

They were
sold long ago.

Sold?

Especially if the ghost 
has been trapped by you
and you ancestors for

generations.

Angered, Orin jumps
into Duc's mind.

no one has lived
at the house you

were at for a long
time. too creepy.

so I sold the
place to Madeline.

(He is the former owner.)



Orin is in Duc's dreams where we see three barriers
to some caverns in the dreamscape. Duc has been

gifted barriers as protection from nightmare creatures.

With a ball of light, Orin
breaks open the barriers...

...allowing the nightmares
in unimpeded.



Sweet dreams...

Orin exits Duc's dreamscape.

Well, Madeline,
I cannot save children
without the rest of...

myself.

What can I
do to help you find

your items?

Nothing.
There is no
solution.

Alright.
Good attitude.

I mean, if we
had a dream oracle,
then maybe we'd have

something.

I'm studying
to be a dream

oracle! That's how
I figured out

what you were.

But you're
not one?

No.

Not good
enough.

Madeline's home.



But my
teacher is.

Dream Oracle's Chambers.

I would love
to help a specter,

but my daydreams are
haunted preventing
me from using my
powers clearly.

What do you
think would cause

the haunting?

There's constant
conflict in my mind.
My past haunts my

present and future.
As much as I tried to

move forward, I can't.

Why? What do
you think you

can do for me?

I can enter
dreams. I'll

remove whatever
is haunting your

daydreams.



Violet's Dreams.

Oh, why not.
Don't judge

what you find.

I never
do.

Early adolescence.



You are alright
now, little boy. Why
were they attacking

you?

Because I am
a girl trapped in a

boy's body.

Orin uses his inner
light to clear the

monsters.

You are
trapped no

longer, child.



The hug triggers
another scene 
in Violet's life:

the teenage years.
Ahh!

Help!

Stay back!
I will take
care of
them!



boom

whoosh

boom



Are you
alright, Violet?

I am Victor.
But now, I can

be Violet.

I have destroyed
what haunts you.

You were
a boy. But
now, you

are finally
yourself.



I will help you,
Specter Outlaw.
I will tell you

where your items
are.

Somewhere in the Specter Realm.

Sire
Boogieman!

The former owner of the
Nguyen home has lost his

protections, sire.

What is it,
slime?

That must
mean Orin has

escaped.



Go. Start
the torment on
the Nguyen heir

once again.

I'll need to
speed up the
Oneironautic

Quest.

A realm
can only have
one king...



Your sword
is with the robot

hunter.

Your crown
is with the dream

weaver.

Your belt is
somewhere in the

Specter Realm from
where you are

banned.

Specter Outlaw...

LEt us find
your items.



So where
do we start?

We?

You don't think
you're going

alone, are you?
We're in this
together.

Oh,
Alright.

Then it's
settled! where
do we start?

A warrior
needs a weapon.
So, I will get my

weapon first.

I'll prepare
the portal.

You two talk
and decide

where to go.



We start... 

...with the
robot hunter.
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